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Abstract Hurricane Patricia formed on 20 October 2015 in the Eastern Pacific and, in less than 3 days,
rapidly intensified from a Tropical Storm to a record-breaking hurricane with maximum sustained winds
measured around 185 knots. It is almost 15 knots higher than 2013’s supertyphoon Haiyan (the previous
strongest tropical cyclone (TC) ever observed). This research focuses on analyzing the air-sea enthalpy flux
conditions that contributed to Hurricane Patricia’s rapid intensification, and comparing them to superty-
phoon Haiyan’s. Despite a stronger cooling effect, a higher enthalpy flux supply is found during Patricia, in
particular due to warmer pre-TC sea surface temperature conditions. This resulted in larger temperature
and humidity differences at the air-sea interface, contributing to larger air-sea enthalpy heat fluxes available
for Patricia’s growth (24% more than for Haiyan). In addition, air-sea fluxes simulations were performed for
Hurricane Patricia under different climate conditions to assess specifically the impact of local and large-
scale conditions on storm intensification associated with six different phases and types of El Ni~no Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) and long-term climatological summer condition. We found that the Eastern Pacific El
Ni~no developing and decaying summers, and the Central Pacific El Ni~no developing summer are the three
most favorable ENSO conditions for storm intensification. This still represents a 37% smaller flux supply
than in October 2015, suggesting that Patricia extraordinary growth is not achievable under any of these
typical ENSO conditions but rather the result of the exceptional environmental conditions associated with
the buildup of the strongest El Ni~no ever recorded.

1. Introduction

The Eastern Pacific Ocean is the second most active basin on earth for tropical cyclone (TC) activity but has
not quite grabbed fully the attention of the hurricane research community, essentially because most TCs
intensify westward, far from inhabited coastlines therefore rarely making any landfalls. However, some sys-
tems can recline toward the west coast of North America and potentially impact drastically the U.S. and
Mexico [Jauregui, 2003; Ritchie et al., 2011; Raga et al., 2013; Wood and Ritchie, 2013]. As such, Hurricane Pat-
ricia formed as a Tropical Depression on 20 October 2015 around (94.08W, 13.48N), developed into a Tropical
Storm on 21 October, and then after reaching Category 1 (according to the Saffir-Simpson scale) on 22
October, rapidly increased to 185 knots, a record-breaking intensity well exceeding the Category 5 thresh-
old of 135 knots in only 30 hours [Foltz and Balaguru, 2016; Kimberlain et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2017; Rogers
et al., 2017]. Its maximum intensity even surpassed 2013 supertyphoon Haiyan (170 knots) [Lin et al., 2014;
Lander et al., 2014; Takagi et al., 2016] and Patricia became the strongest hurricane in recorded history. Patri-
cia finally reached Mexico’s coastline and rapidly weakened to a Category 2 hurricane on 24 October. Even
if Patricia did not caused the fierce damages as for example Iniki in Hawaii in 1992 [Chu and Wang, 1997], it
has definitely put the Eastern Pacific TC basin back on the map for both the scientific community and the
public.

Tropical cyclone’s intensification processes are related to the storm structure, and the surrounding ocean
and atmospheric environmental conditions [Gray, 1979; DeMaria, 1996; Emanuel, 1999; Frank and Ritchie,
1999, 2001; Shay et al., 2000; Kaplan and DeMaria, 2003; Goni and Trinanes, 2003; Emanuel et al., 2004; Lin
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et al., 2005; Goni et al., 2009; Murakami et al., 2013; Lin and Chan, 2015]. Via air-sea enthalpy fluxes, the ocean
provides an important energy source for TC’s strengthening [Emanuel, 1986, 1999; Shay et al., 2000; Black et al.,
2007; Lin et al., 2008, 2009a, 2013a, 2013b]. Because TCs interact with the entire upper ocean [Price, 1981,
2009], not only sea surface temperature (SST) but also subsurface ocean conditions (generally from surface
down to 100 m depth) are critical to assess TCs theoretical maximum intensity [Lin et al., 2008, 2013b; Mainelli
et al., 2008; Pun et al., 2011, 2013]. As TCs pass over the ocean, intense winds cause entrainment mixing and
upwelling to bring up the deep cold water and cool the SST [Chang and Anthes, 1978; Price, 1981]. This is an
unfavorable mechanism to TC intensification, known as the SST cooling effect [Emanuel, 1999; Bender and Ginis,
2000; Lin et al., 2009b; Yablonski and Ginis, 2008; Mei et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016].

Recently, Jin et al. [2014] showed that the meridional discharge [Jin, 1997] of equatorial subsurface heat
toward the Eastern Pacific TC region following an El Ni~no event could lead to a significantly more active hur-
ricane season. While this mechanism of ‘‘storm fueling’’ through redistribution of subsurface heat operates
during the TC season that follows the boreal wintertime peak of El Ni~no, one can wonder how El Ni~no
buildup can affect surface and subsurface conditions and ultimately the processes of TC intensification
[Zheng et al., 2015]. In particular, Hurricane Patricia developed in October 2015, a few months before the
record-breaking peak of the 2015 El Ni~no episode, but the subsurface conditions in the region of TC influ-
ence, especially along the coast of Central America, were already exceptionally warm, once again reminding
us that every El Ni~no event may not be quite the same [Johnson, 2013; Bond et al., 2015].

In this study, we explore the air-sea enthalpy flux conditions during the intensification of Hurricane Patricia and
compare them to supertyphoon Haiyan’s (2013). Hurricane Patricia and supertyphoon Haiyan are the 2 ‘‘Cham-
pion’’ Tropical Cyclones in the recorded human history. Their maximum intensity were much higher than most
of the existing category 5 supertyphoons, i.e. Katrina (2005), Celia (2010), and Megi (2010) peaked at �140–160
knots [Scharroo et al., 2005; Goni et al., 2011]. These 2 cyclones can be called ‘‘category 6 [Lin et al., 2014]’’ super
cyclones, because both reached an astonishing peak intensity, far exceeding the existing highest category of
‘‘5’’ in the Saffir-Simpson Tropical Cyclone Scale. (As suggested by Lin et al. [2014], in the Saffir-Simpson Tropical
Cyclone Scale, the gap between the minimum threshold values for each consecutive category is about 13–22
knots and the category 5 threshold is 135 knots. Therefore, even if adding another 22–25 knots above category
5 threshold to form a new ‘‘category 6’’ with a threshold value of 160 knots, Patricia and Haiyan are still 25 and
10 knots higher than the ‘‘category 6’’ threshold. Not only intensity, it is also worthwhile to consider the concept
of the Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE, sum of the square of maximum wind speed over a cyclone’s lifetime
[Bell et al., 2000; Camargo and Sobel, 2005]). If using the maximum wind speed to estimate cyclone’s kinetic
energy at peak to a first order, the corresponding square of maximum wind speed of a ‘‘category 6’’ (160–185
knots) TC would be 131–175% higher than a ‘‘category 5’’ TC of 140 knots.) It is intriguing to compare the situa-
tion for these two ‘‘Category 6’’ TCs [Lin et al., 2014; Lander et al., 2014; Comiso et al., 2015; Shu et al., 2015;
Wada, 2015; Foltz and Balaguru, 2016; Kimberlain et al., 2016; Nakamura et al., 2016; Takagi et al., 2016; Fu et al.,
2017; Rogers et al., 2017] over the two sides of the Pacific basin, i.e. Hurricane Patricia to the Mexico versus sup-
pertyphoon Haiyan to the Phillippines. We also assess and compare the air-sea flux conditions, if Patricia was
‘‘born’’ under different climate conditions associated with different phases or types of El Ni~no Southern Oscilla-
tion (ENSO). Different modes of ENSO expression are characterized by different large-scale environmental con-
ditions and therefore have a contrasted influence on the seasonal TC activity in the Eastern Pacific [Boucharel
et al., 2016a]. Here we focus in particular on the two main ENSO modes and their potential influence on TC
intensification, i.e., the so-called Eastern Pacific (EP) and Central Pacific (CP) El Ni~no [Kug et al., 2009; Yeh et al.,
2009] and both their buildup and decaying phases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Data and methods are described in section 2. The third section
is dedicated to the comparison between Patricia and Haiyan. In the fourth section, similarly to the recent
paper by Boucharel et al. [2016a], we compare the 2015 El Ni~no conditions under which Patricia formed and
intensified to the typical conditions found during different flavors and phases of ENSO, and also more spe-
cifically to those associated with the two previous strongest EP El Ni~no events on record, 1982 and 1997.
Finally, section 5 provides a discussion of our main results followed by concluding remarks.

2. Data and Methods

Hurricane Patricia and supertyphoon Haiyan’s data (trajectories and intensity) are obtained from the best
track archives of National Hurricane Center’s (NHC; http://ftp.nhc.noaa.gov/atcf/archive/) and the US Joint
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Typhoon Warning Centre (JTWC; https://metoc.ndbc.noaa.gov/web/guest/jtwc/best_tracks/), respectively.
The ocean temperature data are obtained from the operational data sets produced routinely by the Global
Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS) of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). For modeling input and validation of the reanalysis
data, we also use the ocean in situ depth-temperature profiles from the ‘‘Array for Real-time Geostrophic
Oceanography’’ (Argo) floats near Patricia’s track to obtain the depth of the 268C and 208C isotherms (D26
and D20), and finally derive tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP, i.e., the integrated heat content from SST
down to D26) [Shay et al., 2000; Pun et al., 2007, 2014; Mainelli et al., 2008].

To study the response of the upper ocean to the passage of a hurricane (or tropical cyclone (TC)), the
response within the upper ocean and SST are emphasized. Here we use the three-dimensional Price-Weller-
Pinkel (3DPWP) ocean mixed layer model [Price, 1981; Price et al., 1986, 1994] (supporting information Text
S1) to obtain the SST cooling effect (averaged over an area equivalent to 2.5 times the radius of maximum
wind) [Huang et al., 2015]. After quantifying the cooling effects from the 3DPWP simulations, we calculate
enthalpy fluxes (sensible and latent heat fluxes (SHF and LHF)) based on the bulk aerodynamic formula
under TC-ocean coupling condition [Black et al., 2007; Cione et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014] as follows:

SHF QS 5 CHW Ts2Tað ÞqaCpa

LHF QL 5 CE W qs2qað ÞqaLva

where CH and CE are the sensible and latent heat exchange coefficients, W is ocean surface wind speed, Ts

and Ta are during-TC SST (SSTmixed 5 SSTpreTC – SST cooling) and near-surface air temperature, qs and qa are
surface and air specific humidity, and qa, Cpa, and Lva are air density, heat capacity of the air, and latent heat
of vaporization.

For the air-sea flux calculation, the near-surface air temperature (Ta) and the air specific humidity (qa) were
derived from NOAA-NCEP/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Reanalysis 1. From the bulk
aerodynamic formula, we can see that under higher pre-TC SST (SSTpreTC), weaker cooling effect, or smaller
Ta and qa will contribute to larger air-sea temperature and humidity difference at the TC air-ocean interface,
thus allowing more sensible and latent heat flux supply from ocean to support storm intensification.

The vertical wind shear, i.e., the difference in wind between the 200 and 850 hPa atmospheric levels [DeMa-
ria, 1996] is calculated as follows:

VWS 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2002u850ð Þ21 v2002v850ð Þ2

q

where u200 (resp. u850) is the zonal wind component at 200 hPa (resp. 850 hPa) atmospheric level, and v200

(resp. v850) is the meridional wind component at 200 hPa (resp. 850 hPa) atmospheric level. We obtain the
wind data as well as Ta and qa from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis 1.

3. Air-Sea Flux Conditions for Supertyphoon Haiyan (2013)
and Hurricane Patricia (2015)

Figure 1, supporting information Figure S1, and Figure 2a compare the preexisting ocean conditions for
these two record-breaking TCs. Figure 1 and supporting information Figure S1 show monthly data from
GODAS reanalysis and Figure 2 from the closest Argo floats’ profiles along Haiyan and Patricia’s trajectories
(magenta triangle marks in Figures 1a and 1e, respectively). In both cases, the pre-TC SST is very warm
(30.28C for Patricia and 29.28C for Haiyan) based on the Argo in situ observations (Table 1). However, subsur-
face ocean conditions for Patricia are not as favorable as compared to Haiyan’s. As can be seen in Table 1,
Figure 1, supporting information Figure S1, and Figure 2a, although deeper than climatological values, pre-
Patricia’s D26 and D20 are much shallower (e.g. D26 � 70 m) than Haiyan’s (�103 m). Small differences are
also found for TCHP, with values around 118 kJ/cm2 for Haiyan as compared to 104 kJ/cm2 for Patricia
(Table 1).

Figure 2b illustrates the respective TC-induced ocean cooling computed from the 3DPWP model [Price et al.,
1994], using the averaged pre-TC Argo profiles as input (Figure 2a). Results suggest the TC-induced ocean
cooling effect was smaller for Haiyan than Patricia throughout the intensification process (from TS to peak)
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(Figure 2c and Table 2a). However, the corresponding air-sea enthalpy (sensible and latent heat) flux supply
reverses from the cooling effect. As can be seen in Figure 2c and Table 2a, there was about 24% more
enthalpy flux supply for Patricia than Haiyan during their intensification and up to their respective lifetime
peak (2218 versus 1788 W/m2, respectively). It is consistent with the observed higher intensity of Patricia
(185 knots) as compared to Haiyan (170 knots).

This is counterintuitive as a smaller cooling effect usually leads to more enthalpy flux available for storm
intensification. This unexpected behavior can be explained by the critical control of the air-sea temperature
and humidity differences on the strength of air-sea enthalpy fluxes (see bulk formula in section 2).
The during-TC air-sea temperature difference is calculated as DT 5 SSTmixed 2 Ta, with SSTmixed 5

SSTpreTC 2 ocean cooling effect. Therefore, a much warmer SSTpreTC for Patricia (30.28C versus 29.28C for

Figure 1. (left) Haiyan (November 2013 in the Western North Pacific) and (right) Patricia (October 2015 in the Eastern North Pacific) preexisting ocean conditions are (a) monthly mean
sea surface temperature (SST), (b) tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP), (c) depth of 268C isotherms (D26), and (d) depth of 208C isotherms (D20) in November 2013 with trajectories
and intensity of Haiyan superimposed. (e–h) The same but in October 2015 for Hurricane Patricia.
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Haiyan) can counterbalance the strong cooling effect (0.58C for Patricia versus 0.28C for Haiyan), and also
the smaller Ta (near-surface air temperature) can contribute to larger air-sea temperature differences and
resulting in higher sensible heat flux supply. Similarly, for the latent heat flux supply, the key factor is gov-
erned by the air-sea humidity difference (Dq). Dq is calculated as [qs(SSTmixed) 2 qa], where qa is the near-
surface air humidity. This results ultimately in stronger enthalpy fluxes (supporting information Figures S2
and S3 and Table 2a) and smaller TCHP differences (despite the significant difference in thermocline depth
between Patricia and Haiyan).

Figure 2. The intensification process from Tropical Storm (TS, according to the Saffir-Simpson scale) to Peak for Patricia (red) and Haiyan
(black). The below-TCs temperature vertical structures are shown in Figure 2a, dash lines are preexisting ocean conditions averaged from
Argo in situ profiles along TC track, and solid lines are ocean conditions at TC peak after cooling effect (calculated from the 3DPWP model).
The respective corresponding TC-induced SST cooling effect and inferred enthalpy fluxes estimated from different wind speed (categories)
of Patricia and Haiyan are shown in Figures 2b and 2c.

Table 1. Corresponding to Figures 2–5 and Supporting Information Figures S2–S6, the Preexisting Ocean Conditions From Argo In Situ
Float Profiles (a) and Atmospheric Environment Monthly Mean From NCEP/NCAR R1 Reanalysis (b) Along Haiyan and Patricia
Trajectories

TC Cases SSSpreTC (g/kg)a SSTpreTC (8C)a Tl00preTC (8C)a TCHPpreTC (kJ/cm2)a D26preTC (m)a D20preTC (m)a

(a) Ocean Preconditions
Haiyan in Nov 2013 34.2 29.2 28.7 118 103 141
Patricia in Oct 2015 33.3 30.2 27.2 104 70 96

TC Cases Ta (8C)b Td (8C)b qa (g/kg)b VWS (m/s)b

(b) Atmospheric Environment
Haiyan in Nov 2013 27.9 24.6 18.7 1.8
Patricia in Oct 2015 28.6 24.7 18.8 2.2

aSSS and SST: sea surface salinity and temperature, T100: upper 100 m average temperature, TCHP: tropical cyclone heat potential,
D26 and D20: depth of the 268C and 208C isotherms.

bTa and Td: near surface temperature and dew-point temperature, qa: air specific humidity, and VWS, vertical wind shear, the different
in wind between 200 and 850 mb.
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To explore further the differences in cooling effect between Patricia and Haiyan, we conduct additional sen-
sitivity experiments, to quantify the possible influence of different storms’ size and translation speed (shown
in supporting information Table S1). As summarized in the results in Figure 3, supporting information Fig-
ures S4 and S5, and Tables 2a and 2b, the smaller ocean cooling effect of Haiyan is a result of its very deep
and warm preexisting ocean subsurface thermal condition and fast translation speed [Lin et al., 2014]. How-
ever, Patricia’s size was smaller than Haiyan, thus could partially cancel the stronger cooling effect, due to
the difference in the subsurface thermal condition and translation speed. In Figure 3, supporting informa-
tion Figures S4 and S5, and Table 2b, we observed an increased SST cooling effect if Patricia size was similar
to Haiyan’s (Figure 3, green line). As in Lin [2012], the larger the TC size, the longer the time for a point in
the ocean to experience the intense TC wind, the stronger ocean cooling corresponds. We also simulated
air-sea condition if Patricia translation speed was as fast as Haiyan’s (i.e., increased from Uh 5 6.2–8.4 m/s).
In such a scenario, Patricia’s cooling effect would decrease by about 0.48C (comparing red and blue lines in
Figure 3b and supporting information Figure S4a). Otherwise, we also consider the effect of the upwelling
velocity between different locations (i.e., latitude). As in Figure 4 and Table 2c, Patricia’s cooling effect
almost have no difference when it pass through the same range of latitude with Haiyan’s (comparing red
and blue lines in Figure 4, under Uh 5 6.2 m/s). Although the upwelling strength is depend on f (Coriolis
parameter) according to latitude, but if the hurricane moves very fast, then f effect may become less impor-
tant. Here we also test under a slower translation speed (Uh 5 1 m/s), the different cooling results can be
seen (supporting information Figure S6).

Finally, we diagnose the potential differences in preexisting ocean salinity conditions between the two TCs.
Salinity has been shown to be influential on TC intensification through the presence of quasi-permanent
salinity-induced barrier layers in the tropical oceans [Balaguru et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017]. They are
defined as the layer between the mixed layer depth and the isothermal layer depth. When TCs pass over
regions with such oceanic features (abundantly present in the Eastern Pacific), the increased stratification
and stability can reduce the storm-induced vertical mixing and SST cooling. Results suggest however little
difference in salinity characteristics between Patricia and Haiyan (Figure 5 and Table 2d), although it has
been shown that salinity did play a role in Patricia’s intensification [Foltz and Balaguru, 2016]. It should also
be clarified that during both Patricia and Haiyan lifetime, local conditions were much more favorable than
usual (climatological), as already reported in existing literature [Lin et al., 2014; Foltz and Balaguru, 2016]. In
short, Haiyan’s environment was characterized by preexisting warm SST, thick warm subsurface layer, fast
translation speed, larger TC size and relatively higher salinity. Patricia’s environment was characterized by
preexisting extremely warm SST, shallower subsurface warm layer, slower translation speed, smaller TC size
and slightly lower salinity. Our results here focus on comparing the local environment between these two
exceptional TCs. They essentially indicate that deeper preexisting ocean conditions associated with a faster
translation speed resulted in a smaller SST cooling effect during Haiyan than during Patricia [Lin et al., 2014]

Table 2. As in Table 1a

Air-Sea Interaction at TC Peak

TC Cases

SST
Cooling

Effect (8C)b
SSTmixed

(Ts) (8C)b
DT

(Ts-Ta) (8C)b
SHF(QS)
(W/m2)b

qs

(g/kg)b
Dq (qs-qa)

(g/kg)b
LHF(QL)
(W/m2)b

Enthalpy Flux
(LHF 1 SHF)

(W/m2)

(a) Haiyan in Nov 2013 0.2 29.1 1.2 144 24.3 5.6 1644 1788
Patricia in Oct 2015 0.5 29.8 1.2 152 25.3 6.5 2066 2218

(b) Patricia in Oct 2015 (increase TC Uh) 0.4 29.9 1.3 167 25.4 6.6 2118 2285
Patricia in Oct 2015 (increase TC size) 1.6 28.6 0.0 3 23.7 4.9 1558 1561

(c) Patricia in Oct 2015 (change latitude (f)) 0.5 29.8 1.2 152 25.3 6.5 2068 2220
(d) Patricia in Oct 2015 (change salinity) 0.5 29.7 1.1 144 25.2 6.4 2037 2181

a(a) Corresponding to Figure 2 and supporting information Figures S2 and S3, the TC-induced ocean cooling effect, SSTmixed, qs ,
atmospheric and ocean temperature and humidity differences (DT , Dq), and air-sea enthalpy flux (SHF and LHF) from the cooling effect
at the lifetime peak of Haiyan and Patricia. (b) Corresponding to Figure 3 and supporting information Figure S4 and S5, as in Table 2a,
but conducted from two additional sensitivity experiments: (1) increased Patricia’s translation speed (Uh) as fast as Haiyan (blue) and (2)
increased Patricia’s size as large as Haiyan (green). The TC translation speed and TC size are indicated in supporting information Table
S1. (c) Corresponding to Figure 4, as in Table 2a, but with changed the latitude of Patricia similar to Haiyan’s (from 14.48N to 7.48N)
(blue). (d) Corresponding to Figure 5, as in Table 2a, but with increased Patricia’s preexisting ocean salinity, similar to Haiyan’s condition
(blue). The preexisting salinity is shown in Table 1a.

bSST cooling effect: TC-induced ocean cooling effect, and averaged over and area of 2.5 times radius of RMW, SSTmixed(Ts): during-TC
SST, qs: surface specific humidity of Ts, and SHF and LHF: sensible and latent heat flux respective governed by DT and Dq.
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(Figure 3, supporting information Figures S4 and S5, and Table 2). Although Patricia’s cooling effect was
larger, it was well absorbed by the extremely warm SSTpreTC> 308C, that contributed to a larger difference
in air-sea temperature and humidity (DT and Dq), and subsequently to a larger air-sea enthalpy flux avail-
able for Patricia’s rapid intensification.

4. Air-Sea Flux for Patricia Under Six Different ENSO Conditions

Recently, a study by Boucharel et al. [2016a] emphasized the different controls of TC activity in the Eastern
Pacific by different types and phases of ENSO. The oceanic control, through meridional redistribution of
subsurface heat, is the main driver of TC activity during the hurricane season following EP El Ni~no events
[Jin et al., 2014], while the altered atmospheric circulation, especially the reduction of vertical wind shear
and the increase in relative humidity, tends to be more influential in controlling the hurricane activity after
the peak of CP El Ni~no and La Ni~na events [Boucharel et al., 2016a]. Hurricane Patricia formed and intensified
during the buildup of the strongest EP El Ni~no ever recorded and it is intriguing to assess to which extent
the large-scale and local environmental conditions associated with this particular phase and mode of ENSO
participated in the storm’s rapid and intense strengthening.

In this section, following a similar approach as the one by Boucharel et al. [2016a], we simulated the air-sea
enthalpy flux under six different ENSO scenarios: EP El Ni~no developing and decaying summers, CP El Ni~no
developing and decaying summers, La Ni~na developing summer, and long-term climatological summer
conditions. For each ‘‘scenario,’’ we select and compose the three most representative years (indicated in
Table 3) following the classification by NOAA based on the Oceanic Ni~no Index while the climatological con-
ditions are inferred from the seasonal summer averaged over the period 1980–2015 [Yu et al., 2012]. We
then compare the 2015 ‘‘Patricia conditions’’ to the idealized conditions associated with each of these ENSO
scenarios, in particular during the latest stage of the storm development (from Tropical Storm (TS)

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but conducted with two additional sensitivity experiments: (1) increased Patricia’s translation speed (Uh) as
fast as Haiyan (blue line) and (2) increased Patricia’s size as large as Haiyan (green line). The TC translation speed and TC size are indicated
in supporting information Table S1.
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(102100Z, 35 knots) to Peak (102312Z, 185 knots). Note that we expand the analysis by Boucharel et al.
[2016a] by comparing typical ENSO conditions not only after the peak but also during the buildup of the
event.

Figure 6a shows the pre-TC oceanic vertical thermal structure in the region of Patricia influence for these six
different conditions: developing (magenta line), decaying (orange line) EP El Ni~no, developing (golden line),
decaying (green line) CP El Ni~no, La Ni~na (blue line), and climatological conditions (black line). Consistently
with the findings of Boucharel et al. [2016a], we find warmer (respectively colder) subsurface conditions
than the long-term climatology in October for the decaying EP (respectively CP) El Ni~no, therefore favorable
(respectively detrimental) to hurricane intensification. La Ni~na conditions are also characterized by weaker
heat content in the region of Patricia intensification, therefore also unfavorable to TC growth. Interestingly,
the subsurface oceanic properties are much warmer during the buildup of EP El Ni~no events than during
the following season, when yet the ENSO equatorial heat is already discharged into the Eastern Pacific TC
region [Jin et al., 2014]. However, a close look at the spatial patterns of the first two EOF modes of heat con-
tent variability in the Eastern Pacific (their Figure 1) shows that in the region where Patricia developed (just
off the coast of Mexico), the ‘‘discharge mode’’ (EOF2) has no signature. The subsurface heat is actually
mostly discharged further into the central Eastern Pacific. In contrast, the first EOF mode, representative of
El Ni~no growth and peak, exhibits warmer heat content close to the coast in this area. The EP El Ni~no has a
strong heat content signature in this region during the buildup of the event until the boreal winter peak
(Figure 6a, magenta line), therefore providing very favorable subsurface conditions for hurricane develop-
ment. Note that the 2015 EP El Ni~no displays a much warmer subsurface temperature than the typical EP El
Ni~no event. Such particular buildup conditions are therefore even more favorable to TC intensification.
Additionally, the buildup of CP El Ni~no events is slightly favorable to hurricane growth in the Eastern Pacific
coastal region. We carry on the analysis by comparing the SST cooling factors inferred from the 3D-PWP
model from these six different ENSO conditions. And unsurprisingly, the 2015, developing EP El Ni~no, decay-
ing EP El Ni~no, and developing CP El Ni~no conditions all display reduced SST cooling (in that order) in this

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2, but conducted with another sensitivity experiments: change the latitude of Patricia’s location from 14.48N to
78N (as Haiyan’s) (blue line).
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region, in particular for the strongest wind speeds related to hurricane of Category 3 and above; as opposed
to the decaying CP El Ni~no and La Ni~na conditions, which both show a substantial increase in SST cooling
compared to the climatology.

Figure 6c and Table 3 summary the enthalpy flux results under these different conditions (solid lines). With
a weaker SST cooling under developing EP El Ni~no, decaying EP El Ni~no, and developing CP El Ni~no (Figure
6b), such ENSO characteristics are able to provide more enthalpy flux (�1500–1600 W/m2) favorable for TC
intensification. The other three conditions (including climatology) are rather unfavorable, with 30–70%
reduction in enthalpy flux supply in comparison. However, the potential flux supply of the three most favor-
able ENSO conditions remains 37% smaller than the one observed during the 2015 Patricia conditions
(�2100 W/m2, Figure 6, red solid line). This suggests that Patricia’s extraordinary intensity may not be
achievable under any of these typical ENSO conditions. In other words, the 2015 summer was characterized
by extraordinary EP El Ni~no conditions, i.e., extremely favorable local and large-scale environmental condi-
tions leading to an intense TC season and in particular to the development of a record-breaking hurricane.

To go deeper into our analysis, we evaluate the relative influence of atmospheric versus oceanic conditions
on the strength of air-sea enthalpy fluxes. We compute such fluxes using respective oceanic properties
from all six different ENSO scenarios coupled with the same climatological atmospheric environments
(dashed lines in Figure 6 and supporting information Figures S7 and S8). Once again, apart for La Ni~na and

Figure 5. (b–d) The same as Figures 2a–c, but calculated using increased Patricia’s preexisting ocean salinity condition to be similar to Haiyan’s (blue line). The preexisting ocean salinity
vertical structure from Argo profiles along Patricia (red) and Haiyan (black) are shown in Figure 5a, and Table 1a.
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the decaying CP El Ni~no conditions, all other ENSO types and phases show increased enthalpy fluxes in cli-
matological atmospheric environments too. This confirms the major contribution by ocean surface and sub-
surface properties in providing favorable air-sea coupling for the intensification of major hurricanes and
suggests that climatological atmospheric environments would partially offset the ocean’s positive contribu-
tions to TCs intensification. These results also support Boucharel et al. [2016a] conclusions of a more domi-
nant control of atmospheric environmental factors in the growth of major TCs decaying CP and La Ni~na
events.

We finally explore the role of a crucial large-scale atmospheric dynamic factor in TCs intensification, namely
the vertical wind shear (VWS). As summarized in Table 3b, the three most favorable ENSO conditions in
terms of air-sea enthalpy fluxes (developing EP, decaying EP, and developing CP) are also accompanied by
lower VWS, i.e., more favorable to storm strengthening, in particular in October 2015. As the 2015 El Ni~no
became the most intense EP El Ni~no ever observed [Jacox et al., 2016], it seems natural to compare the air-
sea fluxes conditions to those that accompanied the buildup of the two previous record-holders: the 1982
and 1997 EP El Ni~no (supporting information Figures S9–S12 and supporting information Table S2). Sup-
porting information Figure S10a compares the Argo floats with the GODAS reanalysis data and both display
a very similar vertical thermal structure, which entrusts us in using GODAS data for the earlier years before
the Argo era (i.e., 1982 and 1997). Again, the SST and subsurface ocean conditions in October 2015 stand
out among the three strong EP developing years (supporting information Figures S9 and S10a) and the flux
supply for 2015 was above 2000 W/m2 compared to �1500 W/m2 supply for 1997 and 1982 (supporting
information Figure S10c and supporting information Table S2c). This again highlights the unprecedentedly
warm oceanic characteristics in October 2015 that contributed to Hurricane Patricia’s extraordinary
intensification.

Table 3. Corresponding to Figure 6 and Supporting Information Figures S7 and S8, the Preexisting Ocean Conditions From GODAS
Reanalysis Monthly Mean Data (a) and Atmospheric Environment From NCEP/NCAR R1 Reanalysis Monthly Mean Data (b) Along Patricia
Trajectories in October 2015 and for Different Types of ENSO Conditionsa

Patricia in Different ENSO Conditions: Years SSTpreTC (8C) Tl00preTC (8C) TCHPpreTC (kJ/cm2) D26preTC (m) D20preTC (m)

(a) Ocean Preconditions
2015 30.0 27.0 101 70 92
EP developing : 1982, 1991, 1997 28.7 24.3 46 50 76
EP decaying : 1983, 1992, 1998 28.8 24.6 47 52 79
CP developing : 2002, 2004, 2009 29.5 23.2 50 43 64
CP decaying : 2003, 2005, 2010 28.6 21.4 22 28 56
La Ni~na : 1988, 1999, 2010 28.0 20.7 16 24 49
Clima : 1980�2015 28.8 22.7 30 36 64

Patricia in Different ENSO Conditions: Years Ta (8C) Td (8C) qa (g/kg) VWS (m/s)

(b) Atmospheric Environment
2015 28.6 24.7 18.8 2.2
EP developing : 1982, 1991, 1997 27.6 23.9 17.9 3.6
EP decaying : 1983, 1992, 1998 27.7 24.0 18.0 3.1
CP developing : 2002, 2004, 2009 28.0 24.0 18.0 2.9
CP decaying : 2003, 2005, 2010 27.6 23.4 17.4 5.4
La Ni~na : 1988, 1999, 2010 27.4 23.4 17.3 6.8
Clima : 1980�2015 27.8 23.9 17.9 4.1

Patricia in Different ENSO
Conditions: Years

SST Cooling
Effect (8C)

SSTmixed

(Ts) (8C)
DT

(Ts-Ta) (8C)
SHF (QS)
(W/m2)

qs

(g/kg)
Dq(qs -

qa) (g/kg)
LHF (QL)
(W/m2)

Enthalpy Flux
(LHF 1 SHF)

(W/m2)

(c) Air-Sea Interaction at TC Peak
2015 0.4 29.6 1.0 131 25.0 6.2 1992 2122
EP developing : 1982, 1991, 1997 0.8 27.9 0.2 32 22.6 4.7 1521 1553
EP decaying : 1983, 1992, 1998 0.9 27.9 0.2 22 22.6 4.6 1490 1512
CP developing : 2002, 2004, 2009 1.2 28.2 0.3 34 23.1 5.2 1655 1688
CP decaying : 2003, 2005, 2010 2.2 26.4 21.1 2152 20.8 3.4 1087 935
La Ni~na : 1988, 1999, 2010 2.4 25.6 21.9 2247 19.7 2.4 783 537
Clima : 1980�2015 1.7 27.1 20.6 285 21.6 3.8 1210 1124

a(c) Shows the corresponding TC-induced ocean cooling effect, SSTmixed, qs , atmospheric and ocean temperature and humidity differ-
ences (DT , Dq), and air-sea enthalpy flux (SHF and LHF) from the cooling effect at the lifetime peak of Patricia.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion

By combining a variety of data sets, ranging from Argo profilers to reanalysis products, we studied the ther-
modynamical processes that led to the exceptional intensification of Hurricane Patricia in October 2015 in
the Eastern Pacific with a special emphasis on the air-sea enthalpy flux conditions and a comparison with
supertyphoon Haiyan (2013). Patricia reached the extraordinary maximum wind speed of 185 knots making
it the strongest hurricane ever recorded, above supertyphoon Haiyan that devastated the Philippines in
October 2013 [Lin et al., 2014; Lander et al., 2014; Takagi et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2017]. After the recent TC
Winston in March 2016 that strongly impacted the Fiji Islands with wind speed surpassing 155 knots, this
boosts the scientific community to study and assess the physical mechanisms that cause such dramatic
storm intensification and ultimately the formation of ‘‘super hurricanes.’’

We find that Patricia was characterized by a higher enthalpy flux supply than Haiyan, despite a larger
storm-induced ocean cooling effect (0.58C versus 0.28C for Haiyan). This is explained by Patricia’s much
warmer pre-TC sea surface temperature (SSTpreTC 5 30.28C versus 29.28C for Haiyan), which counterbalanced
the SST cooling effect and lead to a warmer mixed SST during Patricia’s passing (SSTmixed 5 29.88C versus
29.18C for Haiyan). As a result, there were larger air-sea temperature and humidity differences at the TC’s
air-ocean interface that contributed to a 24% larger enthalpy (sensible and latent heat) fluxes available for
Patricia’s intensification (2218 versus 1788 W/m2 for Haiyan). Additionally, we find that moderately favorable
dynamical atmospheric properties, especially a reduced vertical wind shear, also may have contributed to
the exceptional intensification of Hurricane Patricia. We further diagnosed four potential contributing fac-
tors to Patricia’s larger TC-induced cooling effect: the preexisting upper ocean temperature profile, ocean
salinity effect, TC translation speed and TC size. The two most influential restrictions for Patricia’s

Figure 6. Intensification process from Tropical Storm (TS) to Peak of Patricia in October 2015 (red solid line) for different types of ENSO
events: EP developing year (magenta solid line), EP decaying year (orange solid line), CP developing year (golden solid line), CP decaying
year (green solid line), La Ni~na (blue solid line), and also for the climatological conditions (black solid line). (a) The pre-TC oceanic vertical
thermal structure from GODAS monthly mean reanalysis along Patricia track. The respective corresponding TC-induced SST cooling effect
and enthalpy fluxes estimated for different wind speeds (categories) are shown respectively in Figures 6b and 6c. The dashed lines in Fig-
ure 6c represent the enthalpy fluxes for the six different ENSO cases but calculated using their respective climatological atmospheric
environments.
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enhancement are the preexisting thermal structure in the Eastern Pacific (characterized by a shallower ther-
mocline depth and a smaller tropical cyclone heat potential than Haiyan) and a slower storm’s translation
speed.

To complement our analysis of Patricia’s exceptional growth, we simulated the air-sea enthalpy flux supply
if the storm had developed under six different climate conditions associated with different phases or modes
of ENSO (i.e., Eastern Pacific (EP) and Central Pacific (CP) El Ni~no developing and decaying summers, La Ni~na
developing summer and long-term climatological summer condition). We found that the EP developing
and decaying summer, and the CP developing summer are the three most favorable scenarios for major
TCs intensification, contributing to �1500–1600 W/m2 air-sea enthalpy fluxes. Although 2015 was an EP El
Ni~no developing summer, its enthalpy flux supply reached 2100 W/m2, representing a 37% increase from
the typical EP summertime development. This highlights the exceptional characteristics of the 2015 TC sea-
son associated with the buildup of an extreme El Ni~no event in the Eastern Pacific, which allowed Patricia to
reach its extraordinary intensity.

This paper confirms and supplements recent studies on the dominant control of oceanic subsurface proper-
ties on the modulation of TC intensity in the Eastern Pacific [Balaguru et al., 2013; Vincent et al., 2014], and in
particular related to ENSO dynamics [Jin et al., 2014, 2015; Boucharel et al., 2016a,2016c]. These studies
focused on the delayed ENSO effect associated with the meridional heat discharge into the TC region that
follows the wintertime peak of El Ni~no, therefore available for TC intensification during the next boreal hur-
ricane season. In this research, we highlighted that not only the EP decaying year, but also both EP and CP
El Ni~no buildup can provide favorable surface and subsurface conditions for hurricane intensification in par-
ticular along the coast of the Americas, though not a result of the ENSO recharge-discharge process [Jin,
1997; Jin et al., 2014]. Boucharel et al. [2016b] suggested that the exceptional intensity of the 2015 TC season
in the Eastern Pacific and its subseasonal modulation was linked to the propagation of intraseasonal equa-
torial Kelvin waves (that triggered the 2015 EP El Ni~no) and their effect on the thermocline depth and heat
content anomalies [Foltz and Balaguru, 2016]. Murakami et al. [2017] have also reported the very active TC
season in 2015, with linkage not only related to El Ni~no, but possibly to other climate modes, such as the
Pacific meridional mode [Chang et al., 2007].
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